
The Science of Driving
by Ian Korf

This primer collects my thoughts and experiences on how to drive fast on a race track. I have 
taken a scientific approach. By that I mean there is math, measurements, questions, 
experimentation, reflection, understanding, misunderstanding, research, and an overwhelming 
desire to continue to learn. My experience is limited to driving street cars and race-prepared 
street cars on race tracks in Northern California (Thunderhill, Sonoma, Laguna Seca). I also do 
a lot of simulated racing online. I don’t claim to be an expert on driving, and I know less about 
racing than driving. But I’m a good deal faster than I used to be and getting faster all the time.

Grip is the foundation of speed

The speed that a car can be driven around a track is ultimately determined by how much grip it 
has. The more grip, the more it can accelerate, brake, and corner without losing traction. The 
relationship among G-force, velocity, and turn radius is given by the following equation, where G 
is gravity (or acceleration or friction or grip), V is velocity, and R is radius.

G = V2/R

A typical street car with track tires can achieve about 1.0 G of lateral grip on dry pavement and 
considerably less (~0.7 G) in the rain. All season tires have less grip than track tires (~0.8 G 
dry). The following table lists the maximum cornering speed for various values of G and turn 
radius. For example, turn 2 at Thunderhill is a long flat 180° turn with a radius of about 325 ft. 
One should be able to maintain over 67 mph through the turn under ideal conditions. Rarely is a 
turn taken in a circular arc, and your tires may not have exactly 1.0 G of lateral grip on any given 
day. The table is meant to inform you of how turn radius and tire compound affect turn speed, 
and not to set specific goals for turn speeds.

Tires achieve their greatest friction when (1) they are at the 
optimal temperature and (2) they are sliding a little bit. It may 
be hard to reconcile intellectually and even more difficult 
kinesthetically, but you must slide your tires for optimal speed. 
One must overcome the knee-jerk reaction to slow down when 
a tire is sliding. Only by sliding will a tire reach its optimal 
temperature. Only by sliding will a tire reach its maximum 
friction. You must learn to overdrive your tires and then back 
off to achieve the greatest speed. You must experiment with 

700 ft 600 ft 500 ft 400 ft 300 ft 200 ft 100 ft

1.0 g 102 95 86 77 67 55 39

0.9 g 97 90 82 73 64 52 37

0.8 g 91 85 77 69 60 49 35

0.7 g 86 79 72 65 56 46 32
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grip. In order to overdrive your tires, you must have the car control skills and confidence to pilot 
a sliding car.

Slip angle is the difference between where the tires 
are pointing and where the car is going. In the 
graph to the left, note how broad the peak of the 
green curve is. When the slip angle is too great, tire 
grip does not suddenly plummet. When your tires 
start to slip, and you hear them talking to you, they 
are giving you auditory feedback about the slip 
angle. It is said that a chirping tire is a happy tire 
and a screaming tire is a screaming tire. How can 
you tell the difference? Only by making a tire 
scream a few times. Note that there is plenty of 
room for error and there is no reason to panic when 
your tires start to slide. There is still plenty of grip, 
and you are probably approaching maximum grip 
rather than exceeding it. So next time you’re on 
track, try going a little beyond what you think of as 
the adhesion limit and you may find your lap times 
dropping as your traction improves.

Balance is the foundation of grip

The more weight you put on a tire, the more it grips. It’s 
nearly linear. In the graph to the right, you can see that 
the coefficient of friction drops as the vertical load 
increases. Consequently, if you double the weight on 
the tire, you almost double its grip. This almost is key, 
because it is the reason why balance is the foundation 
of grip. Every instant you are below or above the 
maximum friction of the tire, you are losing grip and 
therefore time.

Consider braking first. Obviously, if you brake too lightly, you are not using all the traction of the 
tire. But if you brake too hard, you are also not using all the available traction. If you transfer too 
much weight to the front, by jumping on the brakes, for example, you not only reduce the 
coefficient of friction, you also may overheat the tires, further reducing their grip. You also run 
the risk of ruining your tires by flat-spotting them. To maximize grip, you have to brake exactly 
the right amount through the entire braking zone. This threshold-braking requires you to make 
minor adjustments to the brake pedal force to ensure the tire is at the optimal level of slip.

Now consider cornering. When you go around a corner, weight is transferred from the inside to 
the outside tires. The maximum speed you can go around the corner is dependent on the total 
grip. The more weight you transfer, the lower the total grip. Every time you make any change in 
the speed, direction, or angle of the car, you are changing its balance, and therefore its 
available grip. To maximize speed, you must balance the friction on all 4 tires. If you make 
sudden changes in the middle of a corner, you will momentarily decrease grip as the 
temperature, slip angle, and vertical load change. This will reduce your speed and may even 
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result in a spin. This is why smoothness is emphasized when driving. Being smooth doesn’t 
necessarily make you faster, but not being smooth does make you slower and more dangerous.

Oversteer and understeer imbalance the car

Even at low speeds, tires slide through a corner. On track, all 4 tires should be sliding a little bit 
through every corner for maximum speed. In some cars, the front tires naturally slide more than 
the rears. This is called understeer and it is often described by drivers as pushing through a 
corner. In other cars, it’s the rear tires that naturally slide more. This is called oversteer and the 
handling is described by drivers as being loose. A car that naturally slides all 4 wheels equally is 
said to be neutral. A car that oversteers or understeers can be modified in several ways to make 

it more neutral. Tire pressures, sway bar 
settings, wheel spacers, ride height, 
aerodynamics, and other factors can 
change the balance of a car. 

For the novice driver, an oversteering car 
is more dangerous because the knee-
jerk reaction to a loss of traction is to 
release the throttle. In an oversteering 
car, the fronts already have more traction 
than the rears, and releasing the throttle 
shifts more weight off the rears, 
exacerbating the situation. In an 
understeering car, a throttle lift shifts 

weight onto the sliding wheels, increasing their grip, which solves the problem. If the car you are 
driving naturally oversteers, you must learn to countersteer it. If the car naturally understeers, 
you must learn to rotate it by trail-braking.

Trail-braking maximizes available grip

Your tires have only so much grip. You can use this for acceleration, braking, or corning. Drivers 
are generally taught to take a corner in 3 steps: (1) brake in a straight line (2) turn into a late 
apex (3) get on the gas. Consider the braking phase first. When you press the brake pedal, you 
do it quickly but you do not jump on the pedal. If you press it too abruptly, you will disrupt the 
balance of the car. When you release the pedal, you also do it quickly, but not too abruptly. As 
you are releasing the brake pedal, you are no longer using all of the grip in the tires. That 
unused grip should be used for something, and that something is turning. Trail-braking is the act 
of turning the wheel as you release the brake. In other words, it’s mixing braking and turning.

The graph to the right depicts the driver inputs in an ideal corner. As the brakes are gradually 
released (descending red line) steering input is increased (ascending blue line) until the apex 
where braking is minimal and steering 
is maximal. On the other side of the 
apex, the steering wheel is 
progressively unwound while the 
throttle is progressively added. 
Because the acceleration of street 
cars is generally low, the mixing of 
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throttle and steering after the apex is not as pronounced as the trail-braking before the apex. 
However, in the rain, or with an open differential, some tire slipping will occur, and the throttle 
must be fed in gradually for optimal grip.

Looking at the graph of the ideal corner, you probably noticed the gap between full throttle and 
threshold braking. This is clearly not ideal, and the closer these states are to each other, the 
more you are maximizing the available friction. The way to make these curves overlap is to 
brake with your left foot, like most of the professional drivers do. I have yet to learn this.

Trail-braking helps rotates the car

Trail-braking allows one to utilize all the available friction in a tire, which improves speed. But 
there is another important reason to trail-brake, and this is because it helps to rotate the car in a 
corner. If you turn the wheel while going in a straight line, the front wheels do most of the work. 
If you turn too much, the slip angle will be too great and cause understeer. Not only can this 
result in a loss of control, but it definitely slows you down. If you turn while the brakes are 
applied, weight is transferred to the front tires, which increases traction on the front and 
decreases it on the rear. This improves the turning of the front tires and allows the rear tires to 
slide out and point the car towards the exit. This is particularly useful in a car that naturally 
understeers. But trail-braking may cause the car to rotate too much and spin you if you are not 
careful. Before you perform aggressive trail-braking, it is essential to have car control skills in 
muscle memory (see below). Also, not every corner benefits from trail-braking because early 
application of throttle is sometimes critical to stabilize the suspension. This is discussed in the 
menagerie of turns (see below).

Muscle memory is the foundation of smoothness

The only way to drive a car that maximizes both longitudinal and lateral G-forces is by making 
constant adjustments to throttle and steering. You cannot plan to do this. It must be muscle 
memory. You cannot think to yourself as you enter a turn, "I’m going to trail-brake right and if I 
over-rotate, I’ll countersteer left and add throttle". The response must be 100% automatic. There 
is little point in discussing the mechanics of how to recover from oversteer because your body 
needs to know it, not your mind.

How do you gain such car control skills? Practice. Lots and lots of practice. You can get this 
practice the expensive way with actual track time, or you can do it the cheap way with a 
simulator. But even a simulator is not necessarily cheap. The better the software and hardware, 
the more the skills will transfer from simulation to reality. Professional sim drivers spend in 
excess of $10,000. The steering wheel must have force-feedback. A hand-held game controller 
is useless for muscle memory (but can still be useful to learn the shape of an unfamiliar track). A 
set of good simulator pedals will have a pressure sensitive brake. 
Potentiometer-based brakes, where braking force is proportional to 
how far the pedal is pushed do not simulate real brakes where braking 
force is proportional to how hard the pedal is pushed. There are 
modifications for potentiometer-based pedals, but these can cost more 
than the entire wheel/pedal/shifter combo.

Simulator practice will feel much more realistic in a purpose-built 
cockpit that mimics the seating position in a car. The cheap way is to 
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build your own using an old car seat, but you can also buy 
complete simulation cockpits with supports for the computer, 
monitors, wheel, shifter, and pedals.

Most computers from the last 3 years will run racing 
simulator software just fine. You want as large a monitor as 
possible mounted close to the wheel. You then need to set 
your field of vision (FOV) to be as realistic as possible so the 
distances resemble reality. Sitting 10 feet away from a TV 
does not simulate the FOV you experience in a car. Serious 
simmers use 3 monitors, but setting up such a computer is a 
little more expensive because you need additional graphic 
cards. As 3D goggles like the Oculus Rift become cheaper, 
they will replace multiple monitor setups and provide a 
higher level of immersion.

iRacing is probably the best racing software available today. 
There is a huge community of very competent and helpful 
drivers. The licensing system rewards safe drivers and the 
ranking system lets you know exactly how good you are. It 

can be a little humbling when you are driving your limit and realize that some alien in your 
session is driving 2 seconds per lap faster. You may think they’re cheating. In reality, going up 
against aliens in iRacing is a little bit like going up against professionals on a real track. You 
don’t stand a chance until you put in your hours. iRacing requires a monthly subscription and 
you have to pay for cars and tracks (some excellent ones come with the game, but you will want 
to purchase others). But simulation software and hardware are cheap compared to real racing, 
so don’t complain. It’s a real bargain. Other good simulators include Assetto Corsa and rFactor 
2. Older titles like rFactor and GT Legends are serviceable, but the graphics quality is 
annoyingly low by current standards.

Once your simulator hardware and software are set up, you need to practice daily. It may be 
tempting to hit your favorite track, but you should also train on a skid pad. Your goal is to 
hardwire the countersteer-pause-recovery sequence into your hands and feet. Practice drifting, 
not because it’s the fastest way around a track, because it isn’t, but because it helps you 
understand how to balance a sliding car. Again, there’s no point in describing the mechanics of 
car control because it has to be an automatic response. Also, there are plenty of books out there 
already that do a much better job than I could. See "Speed Secrets" by Ross Bentley and 
"Going Faster!" by the Skip Barber school.

Corner entry speeds determine lap time

Your car may be set up completely neutral and your car control skills may be incredible, but if 
you don’t enter the corners at the optimal speed, your lap times will suffer. If you enter a corner 
too fast, you will be forced to alter your line. This will definitely cause a loss of speed as you try 
to get back on line and may cause a loss of control. If you enter too slow, you have already lost 
speed, and the realization that you came in too slow may cause you to try to make up for it by 
driving faster, which may lead to mistakes that compound the original one. Clearly, you must 
enter the corner at the correct speed. How do you know what the right speed is? Unfortunately, 
simulation does not help here. Your ability to accurately estimate your speed depends on your 
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3D vision, reference points, G-force sensing, and hearing. Furthermore, the correct speed 
changes with the car and track conditions. The only way to train this skill is on track. If you have 
done your car control homework, it’s easier to experiment with entry speeds because you have 
the confidence that you can keep control of the car if you exceed the limit. However, if you have 
not, you will try to creep up to the correct speed and you may repeatedly enter the corner well 
below the optimal speed.

Telemetry exposes suboptimal driving

One of the ubiquitous teaching aids for racing is the friction circle. This is a plot of lateral vs. 
longitudinal G-force. Under maximum cornering, the G-force will be either fully right or left. 
When braking, the G-force will be at the top. The maximum value is generally around 1.0 G, 
which corresponds to the grip of the tires. But since acceleration is generally much lower than 
braking, especially in a street car, the G-force to the bottom of the graph does not get anywhere 
near 1.0 G. When a driver is mixing lateral and longitudinal G-forces, the car will be somewhere 
on a line between maximum cornering and maximum braking (or accelerating). The term friction 
circle is a bit of a misnomer because the sides of the shape are linear, not arcs. The true shape 
is a bicentric quadrilateral, but rhombus or triangle are also good descriptions.

If you look at the friction circles above, you can see a clear difference between the pagoda-
shaped graph on the left and the triangular one on the right. The driver on the right spends most 
of the time at maximum G-force, around the outside of the graph, which creates a hole in the 
center. The driver on the left spends more time in the center and rarely mixes turning and 
braking, which creates dips at the sides.

There are many ways to observe the details of your driving style. Throttle position, RPMs, gear, 
speed, G-forces, etc. can all be captured from modern cars with inexpensive devices. 
Simulators also provide this telemetry data. It is humbling, but necessary to compare your data 
to those of faster drivers. If the goal is to learn how to get faster, you must park your ego and 
look critically at your weaknesses. Examine every turn. What is your entry speed? What is your 
exit speed? Are you turning too early or too late? Are you mixing G-forces? You must be 
analytical. You must determine not only that there are differences, but why there are differences. 
The iRacing community is incredibly friendly, and if you post your laps they will give you useful 
feedback. Note that some drivers are doing things very differently from you. For example they 
may brake and use throttle-on braking (a completely different way of driving not discussed 
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here). It’s difficult to learn from someone who is much faster than you, so find a driver who is 
just a little faster. Make incremental improvements. The way to get 5 seconds faster starts with 
going one tenth of a second faster.

For the casual driver, car tuning is more fun than useful

Most street cars do not have many easily adjustable settings other than tire pressure. But even 
if you have one that lets you change camber, toe, sway bars, brake bias, ride height, ignition 
timing etc., should you play with these? If you know what you’re doing, then yes. Part of the fun 
of driving is experimenting with the car and how it behaves. You will be a better driver if you 
understand what makes your car understeer or oversteer in a corner or under braking or while 
accelerating. But such tuning will not affect your lap times very much compared to something 
critical such as estimating corner entry speed. For the non-competitive racer, going faster is 
largely about training the driver, not tuning the car. If you want to put your tuning knowledge to 
the test, simulators are an excellent playground. The track time is cheaper, it takes much less 
time to make any changes, and if you go really astray, you won’t crash an actual car.

A menagerie of turns
The racing line maximizes the various turn radii on a track to maximize speed and minimize lap 
time. In the following section I discuss different types of turns and strategies for driving them. In 
the simple classification, there are 3 types of turns 

A. Turns that lead to long straights - in slow, out fast
B. Turns that follow long straights - in fast, out slow
C. Turns that follow turns - stay in control

Type A turns are the most important because passing happens most often on straights. So 
perfecting type A turns is critical. Type B turns are rare, but important because of the passing 
opportunities they present. Type C corners are common and of least importance to get right, but 
the most important to not get wrong. Now let’s look at some specific examples.

Non-downshifting 90°

Almost every race track has one of these turns. Let’s look at Laguna Seca which has two in a 
row. The entry to turn 3 is all the way track left. Brake briefly, and then as you progressively 
release the brake, turn in. This trail-braking helps rotate the car towards the exit. You may have 
been taught that a late apex is always the best apex, but momentum cars do not accelerate 
quickly and there is more to be gained in exit speed by keeping mid-corner speed high than 
pointing the car to the exit earlier. So apex at the middle of the turn. As you pass the apex, 
unwind the steering and feed in the throttle to slide out to the left apron. Remember, you are 
supposed to be sliding for optimal speed. If you are driving to the track out, you didn’t carry 
enough speed through the corner. The racing line is not meant to be driven on, but slid through.

Turn 4 looks a bit like turn 3 but is taken differently. The short straight between 3 and 4 is not 
long enough to build much speed and therefore the turn does not require trail-braking. But if you 
don’t slow a little, you may go in too hot and run off track at the exit. This corner entry is taken 
with a slight lift. Lifting is like braking: it transfers weight to the front tires and will help rotate the 
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rear if the wheel is also turned. Once pointed at the apex, a mixture of throttle and unwinding 
keeps the car sliding toward the exit.

Downshifting 90°

Turn 5 at Laguna Seca is a 90° turn that requires downshifting from 4th to 3rd. Like the non-
downshifting 90°, you trail-brake to a mid-apex and track out with a balance of throttle and 
steering. But somewhere along the line, you have to downshift to 3rd. If you know how to heel-
toe shift, you disengage the clutch, blip the throttle, change gears, and reengage the clutch all 
during the threshold braking stage. If you haven’t learned this technique, you have to decide if 
you will engage the clutch before or after the apex.

If you do you engage the clutch before the apex, you add engine braking to whichever wheels 
are connected to the motor. This extra braking probably makes you slow down less effectively 
because too much weight is being transferred to the wheels with power. But it depends on how 
the brake bias is set up. If you release the clutch too early, you can over-rev the engine, so 
release the clutch towards the end of the braking zone. This may correspond to the same time 
you are trail-braking. You must release the clutch very gently. Dumping the clutch in a FWD car 
causes understeer, which will make the car drift to the outside of the turn. Dumping the clutch in 
a RWD car causes oversteer and results in a spin. Slowing the car with engine-braking puts 
some wear on the clutch, but street car clutches have synchros for a reason, so don’t beat 
yourself up if you don’t heel-toe shift. If you engage the clutch after the apex, you can rev-match 
with the throttle. This will save wear on the clutch, but it is slower because the wheels don’t 
have power immediately. Personally, I use all these techniques depending on the turn.

Tight hairpin turn

The strategy for tight 180° turns is a single, late apex. Turn 11 at Sonoma is a typical example. 
Both the entrance and the exit are straights, so the optimal path must keep the speed of the first 
straight as long as possible and maximize the speed down the following straight. The corner is 
very slow, and is taken in 2nd gear. There is very little momentum you can conserve, and since 
acceleration in 2nd gear is good, it is better to take apex late so that you are pointed to the exit 
and under full power as soon as possible.

The entrance to the turn is fully track left. After an intense braking zone, the car is turned in with 
trail-braking to help rotate the car. Somewhere before mid-corner your eyes should be focused 
down the straight. There isn’t much 4-wheel sliding towards the exit as your goal is to get the 
power down in a straight line. The track-out takes you very close to the cement wall on the left.

Larger hairpin turns

180° turns with a large radius can be taken like tight hairpin turns with a single late apex, or they 
can be taken with a double apex. Laguna Seca turn 2 is one such corner. A double apex is very 
different from a late apex. You carry much more speed at the start of the corner and you are 
heavily on the brakes as you pass the first apex. As the speed lowers, you trail-brake to rotate 
the car and then slide it past the 2nd apex under throttle.

Turn 2E at Thunderhill is another example of this kind of turn, but its radius and therefore speed 
are much greater. If you take a single late apex, you enter mid-track with straight line braking, 
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turn in, and once your car takes a set, you slide it around the corner balancing steering and 
throttle while tightening the radius. Once you see the exit, you start unwinding and applying 
more power to slide out to the apron. The double apex line starts fully track right and the braking 
is mostly straight, but towards the inside of the track. You come in very hot, drift out a bit, and 
then head back to the same apex as the single apex strategy.

Double 90° turns

Two 90° turns with a tiny straight between them can be taken with a single apex, double apex, 
or as separate turns depending on how long the straight is between the two 90° turns. Turns 1 
and 2 at Suzuka, and turns 7 and 7a at Sonoma present interesting puzzles. The straights are 
just long enough that the turns can be separated and driven as independent mid to late apex 
corners. But there are alternative strategies.

At Suzuka, the faster line is to fly though turn 1 under mild braking and continue braking through 
the middle of the corner. It’s better to be braking down to the turn 2 entry speed than 
accelerating up to it. Somewhere in the middle of the corner you might think you want to add 
throttle, but this is the one instance where coasting is preferred. If you can’t fully commit to 
throttle, don’t do it.

Turns 7 and 7a are annoyingly far apart, and 7a is very tight. But there is a huge amount of 
runoff on the outside of these corners. You can get much more speed through 7a by making the 
two turns into one giant arc with a single late apex seemingly way off track. Try taking 7 at way 
too much speed and then trail-brake your way to the runoff. Add throttle after the apex and 
continue sliding around until you are pointing towards the exit of 7a. Taking this strategy, you will 
find that you have much more speed at the entry to the esses.

Decreasing and increasing radius turns

Decreasing radius turns are some of the most difficult. Lime Rock turns 1 and 2 are an excellent 
example. Heading down the main straight, you approach what appears to be a 90° turn. 
Straight-line braking followed by a late apex turn in will work, but it’s slow. The entire complex is 
a 180° decreasing in radius. From a theoretical point of view, the corner speed should be 
decreasing throughout the corner. The way to match the driving with the shape of the corner is 
to trail-brake around most of the corner, gradually decreasing speed the whole time. The brake-
then-drive-through strategy will over-slow the entrance and will leave you frustrated because 
you can’t apply the throttle as the radius tightens for turn 2. Those who do apply throttle end up 
in the grass on the outside.

Increasing radius turns are also difficult, but not because they will land you in an off-track 
excursion, but because they are difficult to optimize. Let’s look at turns 14 and 15 at Thunderhill. 
On the approach to the corner, it looks like a 90°, so people often take a late apex to 14, drive 
the mini-straight between 14 and 15 in a straight line, and then make another 90° turn at 15. 
The faster line is to drive with a single arc of increasing radius. The initial phase of braking 
extends from the threshold phase on the straight through the apron of 14 and beyond. So the 
trail-braking is quite long. The true apex (point of lowest speed) is between 14 and 15, way out 
in the runoff. The steering wheel should be gently unwound from that point through the apron at 
15 and out to the e xit berm. If you crank the wheel again, you missed the line.
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Sweepers

In my opinion, sweepers are not turns but straights in which all 4 tires are sliding.

Kinks

High speed corners with a slight change in direction can be a little scary, especially if the track 
does something odd in the middle. Turn 6 at Laguna Seca and turn 8E at Thunderhill are good 
examples. In these turns, it is essential to have the throttle down through the apex of the corner 
to stabilize the suspension. You do not trail-brake these corners. If the car has too much weight 
on the front, the rear could slide out resulting in a high speed off track event. If the ground is 
wet, it could grab and roll your car. Settle the car with straight line braking or lifting, then turn in 
and add throttle through the corner. Some kinks can be taken at full throttle. It may be scary, so 
work up to it slowly.

Off camber and on camber turns

In off camber turns, the angle of the road surface and the extra weight on the outside tires 
conspire to rob you of grip. Turn 3E at Thunderhill is one such turn. Other than the decrease in 
traction, the turn can be taken like any other. Pretend you are driving in the rain in off camber 
turns. Be smooth and go a little slower than the radius would suggest.

In on camber turns, it’s the opposite situation, and you can drive harder. Camber is a powerful 
change in the road, and you should mitigate or utilize it where possible. For example, in 3E, the 
camber is greater on the outside of the turn. By hugging the inside corner, you can largely avoid 
the off camber at the cost of a lower speed due to the smaller radius. Turn 10 at Laguna Seca is 
on camber at the apex and slightly off camber at the exit. Use the extra grip of the camber to 
hold your line through the corner a little longer than the geometry would suggest to minimize 
sliding out when the exit goes off camber.

Uphill and downhill turns

One of the most exciting set of turns anywhere is the climb from turn 1 through 3a at Sonoma. 
During this climb, you pass through two uphill corners with blind apexes. Because the car is 
going up, there is less weight on the tires and consequently less friction. This is particularly true 
at the crests of the hills. The steering will get very light. In momentum cars you generally don’t 
have to worry about your power wheels breaking traction in 3rd gear, but in these uphill 
situations they can. So you must be prepared to balance the throttle and steering at the exit 
more than you normally do.

Turns at the bottom of a hill provide increased traction. Turn 7 at Lime Rock and turn 5A at 
Thunderhill are good examples. Drive downhill like on camber: harder.

Switchbacks and esses

Turns that alternate lefts and rights are fun to straighten out. If there’s a long straight after the 
last turn, you have to exit the final turn with the most speed possible. But what about the 
preceding ones? Those you must not muck up. You generally have to sacrifice the exits to 
prepare for the next entrance. Different esses have different rhythms. Sometimes you will want 
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to hit late apexes each time and sometimes not. Some turns may require braking or lifting, while 
others can be taken flat out. You have to experiment a little to find the best line. The worst thing 
you can do is to mess up the first turn because it will ruin the entire sequence.

Type B corners

If you get a long straight that leads into a complex of turns, your best line may involve 
destroying the first corner. There are three reasons for this: (1) you want to spend as much time 
at high speed as possible (2) the next corner is slow anyway (3) you can pass people with a late 
braking early apex line. One of the best examples of a type B corner is turn 5 at Summit Point. 
The long straight from 3 to 4 builds speed, and the speed through 4 is very fast. It’s so fast that 
it’s hard to get to the right side of the track to set up for 5. If you try to brake and turn at the 
same time, you will probably lose control. If you try to brake after turning, you will run out of 
braking room and end up in the grass. If you lift through 4 and decrease your speed, you can 
safely make it to the right side of the track, but all you earned is a higher exit speed for a few 
hundred feet before the next corner. The fastest line through 5 is to stay mid-track between 4 
and 5 and brake towards the apex. You keep a lot of straight-line speed as long as possible and 
then throw away turn 5.

Road Atlanta turn 10a and 10b might look like a type B corner but they are not. You are coming 
down the straight with the highest speed on track and 10a leads very quickly to 10b. But 10b is 
very much a type A corner. Not only does it lead to a long straight, it’s uphill at the start, so you 
need every bit of exit speed you can manage. That means you have to sacrifice the exit of 10a 
to set up 10b. So, late apex into 10a, stay track left, and optimize the exit of 10b.
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